My life. My taxes. My plan.
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To the average person, tax information is
difficult to access, and understand...
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What do we see today when we look at our taxes?

•

Pages of impersonal stats

•

No clear hierarchy

•

Unclear terminology

•

Exhaustive list of unrelated
information

•

One-way report, with no
guidance
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With so much information in front of us, we have
the ability to manage our taxpayer
responsibilities and make effective decisions
about our personal finances.
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We need taxes that are…

Personalized

Empowering

Tax information that is
useful for me.

Use my tax eligibility to plan
my retirement future.

Transparent

Accessible

Tax information that is clear
and easily understandable.

Most important and relevant
tax information can be easily
found.
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Enabling people to plan for a better future…
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Benjamin Williams First time filer

Current behavior
I am very internet savvy so I would like to file my
taxes online.

My main goal
I want to be able to file my taxes easily without a lot
of confusion and without taking a lot of my time. I
have never done this before so I need information to
clarify the process.
Tech savviness level
Marital status
Gender
Age

High
Newly married
Male
20-25

My challenges
I do not have clarity about the process to file taxes
or my tax filing status. Similarly, I do not know my
tax eligibility for certain benefits.
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First time filer Overall journey
Personalized
The IRS website
provides personalized
information to a first
time filer to help them
understand their filing
schedule.

A clean, simple landing page guides Benjamin towards understanding the
steps he needs to take to file.

Based on the information Benjamin enters about himself, a customized tax
timeline is presented to him.
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First time filer Overall journey
Personalized
Filers can use filters
and planning tool to
have the right relevant
information based on
basic personal
information and life
changing events.

Benjamin is able to plan for potential changes to his filing schedule by
selecting from major life events

Benjamin’s tax schedule with all relevant information are updated based on his
selected life changes
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Return filer Overall journey
Transparent
For return filers, the
website grants
access to past
returns, allows
resolution of issues
on filed returns and
provides a schedule
for upcoming returns.

Previous year’s returns are readily available and
can be downloaded with right visual cues to
indicate any actionable items

Discrepancies between Benjamin’s filing and the
information the IRS has on file can be easily
reconciled online by Benjamin

Benjamin can leverage a tax planning tool to
receive a personalized tax schedule for upcoming
filings, including the effect that certain life events
would have on his filing
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Return filer
Transparent
The IRS website
provides personalized
information to help guide
the user through the
upcoming filing process.

The home page is personalized
to Benjamin – his address,
household and filing status are
clearly displayed throughout the
navigation process

A clear schedule shows
Benjamin exactly what he needs
to for his filing and when

Changes to the tax code that may
affect Benjamin based on his filing
status are clearly flagged for him

Leveraging big data analytics,
Benjamin is provided with
useful tips on possible
deductions and filing statuses

Advice on how Benjamin’s taxes
may change based on changes to
his behavior help Benjamin plan
easily in advance for his tax future

Links to FAQs help
create an informative,
seamless journey for
Benjamin
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First time filer
Empowering
For first time filers, the IRS
website prompts Benjamin to
provide basic information to
provide a personalized tax
schedule

Benjamin can receive generic
tax planning information or enter
simple information about his
filing status to help personalize
his journey

Benjamin can receive e-mail notifications about
his filing – this encourages him to sign up

Benjamin’s tailored schedule for
his first tax filing is laid out in a
simple, easy-to-follow format
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First time filer
Empowering
Benjamin can explore how
potential life events would
affect his filing

Benjamin can select different
potential life events that
would impact his filing
schedule and status

Based on data analytics, Benjamin receives tips
on how these life changes tend to affect returns

Benjamin receives specific
advice on how these life events
would affect his return schedule
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First time filer
Empowering
Benjamin’s personalized tax
filing scheduled is updated
based on potential life events

Benjamin’s tax filing timeline is
updated to reflect his selected life
events – he now has a simple and
effective tool to understand the
schedule for his first filing
Benjamin can save his tax planning scenarios if
he signs up with the IRS – because he has
already entered information about himself, the
sign up process will be easier
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Return filer
Accessible
Discrepancies
between the filing and
IRS information are
clearly displayed to
the user and can
quickly be corrected

Benjamin can view his
submitted form for reference

Benjamin’s address in his
filing is different from the
previous address on file.
Benjamin can quickly confirm
the correct address
Instead of using postage mail
or phone calls, Benjamin can
quickly see where the
discrepancy is between his
filing and the IRS’ expected
filing, including which line on
his return he can find the field

Benjamin can view the information in his
filing that the IRS has on file

An “Action required” signal
indicates to Benjamin that
further action is needed on
his submitted return

Benjamin can easily make a
payment through the website
instead of mailing a check
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Return filer
Accessible
Past filings are easily
accessible and can be
downloaded

All of Benjamin’s previous tax
filings are easily accessible
through the navigation panel

Tax information is presented in
summarized and easy-to-understand
format with options to drill down to detail
information (e.g. taxable income can be
expanded to see each individual income)

All pertinent info from Benjamin’s
previous tax returns are available to
him in an easy-to-understand format

Benjamin can easily download his
previous returns to be as needed
(e.g., in a mortgage application)
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Thank You
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IRS Tax Challenge Design Team
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